Abstract

Infinex is a digital cryptocurrency based on Dash v0.12.2 and Bitcoin
core v0.15. It runs on a hybrid model of “Proof-of-Work” (POW) for
chain continuation and a “Masternode” network for an always available
network. In this whitepaper, we will document the commercial,
technological and financial details of the project.

Background
Bitcoin is a digital cryptocurrency which was invented by unknown person(s) in
2009. It has grown very popular as a worldwide store of value and payment
system. Over the years, Bitcoin has remained as the leader in worldwide adoption
rate amongst many other digital cryptocurrencies that exist today. Although there
are constant updates to the Bitcoin core code, the available functions are still
limited, e.g. sending, receiving & usage as pegging values to other digital
cryptocurrencies in the exchange. The Bitcoin network relies on nodes to verify
transactions cryptographically and record them in a public distributed ledger
called the blockchain. To secure the network, it leverages Proof of Work from
miners and rewards them accordingly.
Today, there are many variants of Bitcoin’s technology with different use
cases. In 2015, Dash leveraged Bitcoin’s core technology and introduced
“Masternodes” into its ecosystem. The main use case of Dash promoted a
decentralized, strongly anonymous cryptocurrency. It is tamper-proof, has instant
transactions and a secondary peer-to-peer (P2P) network incentivized nodes to
provide services to the Dash Network. Dash has since been popular and remained
as one of the the top 20 coins in terms of market capitalization.
Infinex sees even more potential in Masternodes and proposes functionality
beyond simple payment transactions. By introducing an application layer on top
of the network, Infinex is capable of running applications on its distributed and
decentralized network. These applications do not need to rely on any central
body control. Via its distributed system, thousands of users will maintain the
applications and their data, thus preventing any single point of failure. Miners
and Masternodes will be rewarded to safeguard the network and so it is in the
interest of Infinex to ensure a stable return on investments for them.

Infinex Network
The Infinex network’s primary differentiation is its application layer that
leverages the Masternode network. This application layer runs distributed public
ledger transactions as well as makes use of the Masternodes’ processing
capabilities to run applications off-chain on its data layer and data storage layer.

Infinex Distribution
In order to incentivise the service providers of the Infinex network, Infinex will
issue a hard cap of maximum coins of 26,280,000 over 10 years. By keeping the
supply small, it will maintain inflationary pressure as network usage increases
over time.
Block Time
The Infinex block time is 90 seconds, which is a lot faster than Bitcoin’s
implementation and therefore would have more transactions confirmed in a
shorter time frame.

The Block Rewards are structured as such:-

Block 1 (Premine)

40,000 coins

Block 2 - 4,800

11 Coins (Miner 10, Founder 1)

Block 4,801 - 350,400

11 Coins (Miner 5, Masternodes 5, Founder 1) ~ Year 1

Block 350,401 - 700,800

10 Coins (Miner 4, Masternodes 5, Founder 1) ~ Year 2

Block 700,801 - 1,051,200

9 Coins (Miner 3, Masternodes 5, Founder 1) ~ Year 3

Block 1,051,201 - 1,401,600

8 Coins (Miner 2, Masternodes 5, Founder 1) ~ Year 4

Block 1,401,601 - 1,752,000

7 Coins (Miner 1, Masternodes 5, Founder 1) ~ Year 5

Block 1,752,001 - 3,504,000

6 Coins (Miner 1, Masternodes 5, Founder 1) ~ Year 6

Year 10 & beyond

Miner and Masternode rewards through transaction fees
and network income (TBA)

Premine Coins (only 0.1522% of total supply) are fully allocated for airdrop,
bounty programs, exchange listing fees and other promotional campaigns.
Founder rewards will be used to fund further development and improvement of
the Infinex network.
Airdrop

Auction

Marketing

25%

60%
15%

Proof of Work
Infinex adopts the Lyra2Z algorithm, which is a highly efficient algorithm that
consumes very little power compared to Bitcoin and other majority
cryptocurrencies. It is also ASIC-resistant, which lowers the risk of centralization.
Miners are rewarded through transaction fees and new coins minted on the
network.

InfiniLoop
Infinex has introduced InfiniLoop for difficulty retargeting, which ensures chain
security, stability and smooth flow. How this works is that the difficulty is
retargeted every block. InfiniLoop gives a faster calculation by reducing the load
on the client system. It works through the following logical steps:
* Calculates blocks that should be generated over the period of 1 hour
(40 blocks for Infinex).
* Reads through the past 40 blocks, get the actual difficulty that is
applied onto each block.
* Sums up the difficulty of all 40 blocks & divides by 40 to get the
average difficulty.
* Calculates actual time taken to generate the past 40 blocks.
* If the actual time taken is longer than 1 hour, the difficulty will be
decreased (lowest difficulty cap at 50% of previous 40 blocks’ average
difficulty).
* If the actual time taken is less than 1 hour, the difficulty will be
increased (highest difficulty cap at x2 of previous 40 blocks average
difficulty).

-

InfiniGuard

Another unique feature of the Infinex network is it’s implementation of
InfiniGuard to safeguard the network. Infinex uses a customized Spork called
TextSpork to administer Minimum-Chain-Work and Best-Block-Hash, described
below.
Minimum-Chain-Work: For every new block submitted by miners, the total
chain work (“total difficulty”) up to the current block must be greater than or
equal to some “minimum chain work” value. This value is very important in the
cases of chain splits; the chain with a lesser total chain work will be able to
recognize itself as an invalid chain and nodes with an invalid chain will sync back
to the main Infinex chain.
Best-Block-Hash: Implements the “known hash value” of a certain height inside
the TextSpork network. With this value, Infinex is able to prevent any attack
designated at Infinex main chain by ensuring every node connecting to it needs to
have the “Best-Block-Hash value” in them. Any fully synced node that doesn’t
have the “Best-Block-Hash value” will be able to recognise that they are on an
invalid chain and subsequently re-sync to the main Infinex chain.

Masternodes
In the Bitcoin network, full nodes verify transactions and record them in the
blockchain. In the Infinex network, Masternodes are also full nodes, except that
they provide a level of service to the network and require collateral to participate.
This collateral is safe while the Masternode is active and is never forfeited. This
allows Masternode owners to provide a service to the network and earn rewards.
To run a Masternode, the node must put up collateral of 1,000 IFX. When active,
nodes provide services to clients on the network and in return are rewarded with
IFX coins. Masternode rewards are paid from a pool and this pool gets
proportionally bigger each year.
Governance
To implement proper governance within Infinex, voting features will be turned on
so that nodes in the network can vote on decisions. The core team will also
consult the community for feedback and to make informed final decisions.

Application Layer over Masternodes
InfiniDex
Decentralized Exchange
Infinex will implement the first use case of an application layer by developing a
Decentralized Exchange over the Masternode network. The goal is to overcome
the limitations and issues encountered by current Centralized Exchange
Providers. These include operational strains due to backlog of KYC procedures in
account opening, scaling and stability issues with an influx of users, network
congestions or DDOS attacks, and single points of failure.
An application layer on top of the Masternode network, enables Infinex to trade
most coins/assets on Bitcoin core and/or ERC20 platforms over its
communication layer. The functions (e.g BTC/IFX) will be distributed across
several Masternodes and other Masternodes will handle other trading pairs, each
tasked to handle unique functions, such as Price Discovery, Trade Submission,
Trade Dealing, User Balances, User Signature Verification, and Backup Nodes. If
any of the Masternodes are unable to perform their dedicated tasks, another
Masternode in the network will take over the task, selected by Infinex’s
deterministic ordering logic. This distributed and decentralized network prevents
any single point of failure. Security of the network is enhanced because users and
Masternodes sign every transaction and event via cryptographic hashes.
The transaction fees collected by the exchange will be used to purchase IFX
every 3 months. This IFX will be distributed as rewards to the Masternode
owners for supporting the network.

Figure 1.0

Users must download the InfiniDEX application through the Infinex Official Link.
Upon launch, InfiniDex will connect to Infinex seed servers to get the list of
Masternode addresses and the roles assigned to each Masternode. After
initialization, all trading events triggered by the users will redirect calls to their
respective Masternodes responsible for the trading functions. For example, when
a user wants to trade Ethereum, he would click on the trading pair (ETH/BTC)
and the Price Discovery function will be called on the Masternode running the
task to return the current Buy and Sell Order Books for ETH. Should he switch to
another trading pair (IFX/BTC), the application will route to the Masternode
running the task for the IFX on Price Discovery function. If a Masternode is
down, a backup Masternode will take its place, as all active Masternodes are in
sync with the same logic and data. [See Figure 1.0]

Token Usage
Usage of tokens are still being discussed at the time of writing. More details will
be published at a later date.

Figure 2.0

InfiniAppStore
Infinex’s vision to develop an Application layer on top of the Infinex Masternode
network (InfiniAppStore) enables users to easily develop, download and consume
decentralized apps. Besides InfiniDex, we plan to add projects related to live
streaming, classic multiplayer gaming and social media. Data relay and data
storage across the mesh distributed and decentralized Masternode network,
enables Infinex to distribute resource intensive tasks, ensuring high quality and
availability of its services. Data will also be encrypted for greater security. By
relinquishing central control from middlemen, Infinex seeks to return control to
users over their own data and to provide reliable, “always available” service. This
further enhances the network value and all of the income generated by the
network will be redistributed to the various service providers, keeping the
network incentivized as it grows.

